Final examinations will be given only according to this schedule. Exams may not be given earlier than on the scheduled dates. This schedule applies to all campuses. Normal room assignments apply to each exam period.

NOTE: Class starting times below may vary for a particular class (or campus location). If your class starts, for example, at 0930 on MW, your starting time falls under “0900,” and a starting time of 1230 would fall under “1200.” Exams for classes held only one day per week can be located by finding the 2-3 day sequence on which your class is held; i.e. a Tuesday-only class would be with the “TR” combination at the appropriate time.

**SATURDAY/SUNDAY CLASSES** Sat/Sun classes will test during the first two hours of the last class period.

**DO YOU HAVE A DAY/TIME CONFLICT, OR A QUESTION ABOUT AN “ODD” DAY/TIME?** If the time of your scheduled class does not fit into any of the day/times above, check with the Registrar. Any personal conflicts with this schedule must be resolved with your individual instructor. The days/times for examinations are based on providing each student with a two-hour block for examination in each course, without having two consecutive classes testing back-to-back and without having any two examinations occur on the same day at the same time.

If either the Provost or the President decides that some event warrants invoking an alternate exam schedule, make-up test days will be Fri. May 29, 2020.

More information:

Contact the Registrar’s Office
505.747.2115, registrar@nnmc.edu